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Thish good shtuff ye know What's the story? 
I wish to thank the following people for their generosity, adv ice and help_ in compiling Kanyana '89: 
Jason de Rooy 
Catriona Purcell 
Fiiona Sharpe 
James Robertson 
Naomi Fraser 
Craig Gilmore 
Oliver Jackson 
I apologize to those who have been inconvenienced or disappointed by the 
hassles caused with photographs ,  and wish the best  of luck to Jason and his 
Kanyana committee for 1990. 
I also wish to acknowledge the assistance of . . .  
g BYTE,\�. Mmmm ........ .
���TECHNOLOGIES 
------· Your Apple Higher Education specialists on 
Donna does business 
\.. 
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Internationally , the past  year has been remarkable . We have seen growing 
openess  in the S oviet Union as "Glasnost" and "Perestroika" have had their impact. 
There seems some hope for freedom from tension, if not real peace in the world .  
To a large extent,  however,  this  hope has  been countere d  by bloodshed in  
Beij ing , admiration in East  Germany and continued conflict in the Hom of Africa, 
the Middle East and Central America. 
We celebrate the end of another year,  for s ome the end of an era,  in 
Intern ational H ou s e .  In d o ing so  we celebrate the hope that the i deal  of 
International House offers . As we strive to make this  ideal real we can benefit 
from remembering the words of Martin Luther King when he accepted the Nobel 
Peace Prize in 1964: 
"I refuse to accept the idea that man is mere flotsam and jetsam in the river of life which 
surrounds him. I refuse to accept the view that mankind is so tragically bound to the starless 
midnight of racism and war that the bright daybreak of peace and brotherhood can never 
become a reality. 
I refuse to accept the cynical notion that nation by nation must spiral down a militaristic 
stairway into the hell of thermonuclear destruction. I believe that unarmed truth and 
unconditional love will have the final word in reality. This is why right temporarily defeated 
is stronger than evil triumphant. 
I believe that even amid today's mortar bursts and whining bullets, there is still hope for a 
brighter tomorrow. I believe that wounded justice, lying prostrate on the blood-flowing 
streets of our nations, can be lifted from this dust of shame to reign supreme among the 
children of men. 
I have the audacity to believe that peoples everywhere can have three meals a day for their 
bodies, education and culture for their minds, and dignity, equality and freedom for their 
spirits. I believe that what self-centred men have torn down, men other-centred can build 
up." 
Like Martin Luther King we at International House affirm peace and 
brothe rhoo d; truth and love; right and ju stice . . .  we believe in the hope of 
tomorrow and the dignity , equality and freedom of all men and women on thi s 
planet. 
But we must do more than affirm and believe.  We must strive and struggle 
to achieve it among ourselves and among all people . In this great speech in 1963 
Martin Luther King reminded the 250 OOO gathered to hear him that ideals are
only achieved through effort and,  to some extent,  through suffering: 
"I am not unmindful that some of you have come here out of great trial and tribulations. 
Some of you have come fresh from narrow jail cells. Some of you have come from areas 
where your quest for freedom left you battered by the storms of persecution and staggered by 
winds of police brutality. You have been the veterans of creative suffering.I say to you 
today, my friends, that in spite of the difficulties and frustrations of the moment I still have 
a dream . 
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I have a dream that one day this nation will rise up and live out the true meaning of its creed: 
"We hold these truths to be self-evident; that all men are created equal." 
I have a dream that one day on the red hills of Georgia the sons of former slaves and the sons 
of former slaveowners will be able to sit down together at the table of brotherhood. 
I have a dream that my four little children will one day live in a nation where they will not be 
judged by the colour of their skin but by the content of their character." 
Do we have a dream? Are we prepared to struggle and perservere to achieve 
our dream? Or is our dream best described by the words of an old Aboriginal man
in the Northern Territory: 
"White man got no dreaming 
Him got 'nother way. 
White man, him go different 
Him got road belong himself." 
It's no accident that this old Aboriginal man described white people as 
individuals . He didn't refer to white people as "THEY" but as "HIM" . White 
people, western people, go down an individualistic, often self-seeking , road that is 
not inspired by any lofty idealism. This self-seeking individualism is creeping into 
many other ways of life as our world becomes more and more a global village. 
At International House we must do more than proclaim our ideal"that 
brotherhood may prevail" .  We must strive, not as self-centred individuals , but as 
an other-centred community, to live and ,act in ways that demonstrate the reality of 
peace and brotherhood, the triumph of truth and love, and the dignity, equality and 
freedom of all people . 
'Doctor 9\{f,i{ 9-{o{m, 
Director, International House . 
'Doctor and Mrs 9-{o{m 
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EL PRESIDENTO SPEAKS TO THE MASSES . . .
This year has been a year of considerable achievement for the Student Club. 
We have managed to build on the efforts of previous years . 
First up was "Toga" . It was certainly bigger this year and full credit should 
go to Shane Griffin for a well run event. If Toga is successful next year I hope that 
the income from it, which could be larger than this year, does not distort the 
Student Club, whereby it becomes too materialistic . 
This year we invited the Executives of every other college student club on 
campus to Sunday Supper. It was great fun and certainly helped later in the year 
when the joint Cromwell/l.H. Rowing Regatta was held for the first time (Well 
done Sam Camp ! ) ,  and also for the ill-fated "Beef Lotto" which was to have been 
held jointly with St Johns College .  
The Car Rally, despite problems with the clues (Mullo?) ,  was a success .  
Thanks to the Cellar Club. This set the scene for the "Esk-apade" - the invasion of 
the small country town of Esk by l.H. and the band. The band deserves credit for 
that and the other parties at which they've played. 
Then came Soiree . This year we tried something new and invited the Lord 
Mayor and a number of Consuls along. The location of the Beer Garden and the 
food stalls were changed this year, I think successfully . These and numerous other 
smaller changes made the event a huge success,  despite the financial loss .  I know 
Sir Clem Renouf was very impressed for one. Thanks to the Soiree Committee: 
Mitch, Shane and Wes ,  B arry, Sharon, Michelle , Raj iv ,  Edmund and Tiffany, 
Carol and Sam. 
Other new ideas include Sam's inaugural Charity Cocktail Party. He and 
Byron put in a tremendous effort. I hope it continues next year. Also I think Byron 
and Jason should be applauded for their "Jen Enquirer" - a scandalous tabloid '\ 
which was hugely funny and topical. (Stop Press : Del Dot still missing) . 
Thanks also to Barry, Shane and Wes who, with the help of a whole heap of 
other people , managed to finish off the Beer Garden started by the 1988 Student 
Club. Barry was also instrumental in establishing and presenting the Achievement 
A ward to recognise achievements in sporting , academic and cultural areas which 
otherwise would have gone unrecognised. I think the Achievement A wards have 
certainly fulfilled their funtion and been received enthusiastically. Congratulations 
to all recipients . 
Ming did a superb job with this year's ball. It was the best. Long may it be 
not all-inclusive. 
From a personal point of view I would like to thank all of the General 
Committee for their thoughts and contributions, especially Janine for having the 
patience to type my multiple drafts of the new Constitution and Michelle who was 
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always there when I needed her, particularly during Soiree . All the best for next 
yeat, Mich. 
Finally, I would like to say that the most important part of College is the 
intangible part :  college spirit. I hope in future years the college will build on this 
aspect too .  
Yours in brotherhood, 
.iL 
Dictation NOW, Mr Hutchinson ? 
Love and Bubbles,  
Stuart !l{utcliinson, 
President, l.H. Student Club . 
TAKING NOTE OF THE SECRETARY . . . . . . .  . 
It is not until someone assumes the role of a Secretary that one actually 
begins to admire all the hundreds and thousands of secretaries all over the world, 
sitting in front of all those typewriters and making cups of coffee. However, gone. 
are the days of the stereotypic bespectacled old fuddy-duddies.  Secretaries are now 
young , attractive,  intelligent career women with a mind for bus iness  and 
prosperity - so I signed up for the job !  (Hah Hahl! ! ! ) .  
And to my surprise (believe i t  or  not) , being a secretary can be fun ! You get 
to write little notes to everybody telling them when meetings are on; you become 
extremely good at taking minutes and getting those goddam cups of coffee; and you 
get repetitive-strain-injury typing up letters and those never-ending drafts of the 
Constitution. But best of all you get to s it on the President's knee and take 
dictation. (Only kidding ! )  
In fact, being a secretary is so much fun that I'm actually keeping the job for
another year. So  keep tuned for "Janine the Secretary, Part Two" and for the 
conclusion of this report in next year's 
Kanyana ! 
Seriously though, I'd like to thank Stu for his patience, motivation and "love 
and bubbles" ;  and the two Michelles and Wyatt for their commendable executive 
efforts throughout the year! 
Heaps of love and moonshine , and don't you dare ever, ever, ever 
underestimate the worth of a secretary ! !  
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Janine 1Je[ 1Jot, 
Secretary,l.H. Student Club. 
THE VICE PRESIDENTS HAVE THEIR SAY: 
Well, here comes half a year's worth of Vice Prez news ; Crookie will fill 
you in on the rest. Before I go on any further, I want to thank all of you who 
voted me into this position way back in '88. It is  one I have truly enjoyed and 
gained much from. Your co-operation and enthusiasm has made my job easy - so 
thanks. 
I guess Sunday Supper organisation is the major worry of the I.H. Vice Prez, 
but I'm glad to say that the ones we had in First Semester were very successful. 
Everyone who contributed deserves to be congratulated, as we really were treated 
to excellent evenings of fine food. We took the opportunity to invite the executives 
from our fellow colleges just so they could see what they're missing out on by not 
living at I.H. ! Thanks to all of you for your patience while we were trying to look 
after our guests . Not surprisingly, they raved about their time here and we enjoyed 
their company. 
One of the risks you take in becoming V .P .  i s  that of becoming very 
unpopular when photograph time comes around - but I weathered the abuse . Your 
co-operation was admirable and much appreciated. It is surprising how decent one 
can make themselves look at that time of the morning ! This year we decided to 
have the photo taken in First Semester so that we wouldn't have to wait until Swot­
vac in Second Semester to get them back, as is usually the case. 
Sweatshirts - what a top effort! Do you know I placed a mega 159 orders for 
sweatshirts? !  This is usually one of the lesser tasks of the V .P . ,  but this year 
rewrote the books ,  didn't it? ! 
Writing reports for the I.C.C.  
Chronicle 
also comes with the job and I know 
most of you were disappointed not to find an I.H. article in the second chronicle 
and probably thought I did not even bother to submit one, BUT ... in actual fact, I
did ! However, the article was misplaced by the typists of the Chronicle . These 
articles are intended to make college students aware of the goings-on in all the 
other colleges on campus .  Fortunately , I always had plenty to write about since 
we're such an interesting college with lots happening. 
One of the duties I took on this year was that of writing up the Formal 
Dinner Notices each Monday night. Previous to this year, such notices did not 
appear, but in answering to Stuart's plea I have, in effect, added a new dimension 
to the flexible role of Vice President. Whether this is  a blessing or a curse for 
future V .P . ' s  is up to the individual. It not only entails being present at Formal 
Dinner but requires you to actually listen to the messages and take notes ! 
Personally, I did not consider this a curse. 
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Finally, thanks to the General Committee and especially to the Exec:  Janine, 
Wyatt and Stu - it has been a real treat working with you . Michelle Crook is lucky
to be joining such a great gang, and I hope she will receive as much pleasure from 
the position of Vice Prez as I have. 
Oceans of love, luck and happiness to you all, 
Aficfie{{e 'Brosnan, 
Vice President, I .H. Student Club (Semester I) . 
1989 has certainly been a great year at I.H. ; it just went too quickly though! 
I have enjoyed my term as V.P. in Semester II and have relished the opportunity it
has given me to get to know many more people and to put something small back 
into college . I'm sure that 1989 enriched 
ev ryone's  
lives at  least in some small 
way. 
Sunday Suppers have again been wonderful this year. Not only have they 
presented us with gastranomic tasties ,  but they have also allowed us to indulge in 
the cultural delights of our fellow nations . I extend my sincere thanks to Dianne 
and Kathy and the kitchen staff for their constant help on Sunday's .  
I hope the I .C .C .  Chronicle reports have given accurate and (hopefully) 
entertaining overviews of our college activities . They were, I must admit, a little 
bit of a rushed effort. 
The College photos for 1989 returned, and were quite a reasonable effort 
on all parts . Sales were painfully slow though and the photos , along with the 
wretched box of T-shirts and various paraphernalia from Soiree kept my room 
looking like a warehouse for most of the semester! 
To Sharon Concisom . . .  best of luck for next year. Keep in mind that the 
position is an important one, and one which depends very much on what you make 
of it. To Stuart, Janine and Wyatt. . . !  wish to express much love and thanks for 
your support and friendship. All the best to you in the future. 
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Thankyou in general to every single resident of I.H. for making 1989 such a
memorable and worthy year. 
Aficfie{{e Croo� 
Vice President, I.H. Student Club.(Semester II). 
AND NOW FOR THE FACTS .. . . .  . 
1989 must certainly go into the history 
books as being one of the most financially 
successful for the I.H. Student Club. A 
bumper Toga profit (thanks Shane) along with 
the usual fees,  grants and B .O.G. 's generous 
contributions enabled us to commence and 
complete numerous worthwhile projects in 
'89.  At least now if the computer crashes ,  we 
can shoot some hoops and have a coldie in the
beergarden. 
The endless supply of dollars ensured we looked dapper on the sporting field 
in our new garb and we could all celebrate during the numerous social activities -
Ball, Dinner Dance and parties - proudly sponsored by Student Club. 
I enjoyed the position of Treasurer and I'd like to thank everyone who 
helped me in any way during the year, especially Michelle , Janine and Stuart. My 
best wishes to the 1990 Student Club in the usual running of affairs and also for the 
25th Anniversary; and to Keira - I hope you enjoy your year as much as I have 
mme. 
"TOT ZIENS " ,  (See you around.) 
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'Wyatt Pruim, 
Treasurer, l .H. Student Club. 
·we s ,  Grub and Fi
' 
_, �' 
Byron's beatle moves to G-Tower 
The Smooth 
Operaier 
operates 
The fever grips Jeff! 
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SOCIAL REPORT 
Well, that's another year gone by and what a year it was ! The last year 
of the eighties . The end of an era. And here I was , stupid enough to want the 
job of Social Convenor for another year and to fight the uphill battle for 
recognition amongst the Exec (are you listening Janine ! !  ! ! ) .  Anyway, despite 
all this we had a pretty good year. 
We had our general run-of-the-mill parties at the beginning of the year, 
and it was good to see an enthusiastic response by people , especially the First 
Years . In fact, at some of the earlier parties we managed to make a tiny profit
(more than enough, actually, to tour Europe, which we did ! ) .  After coming 
back with a lot of cultural ideas , we had a Boat Cruise for our Dinner Dance 
(which eliminated problems with buses) .  Sorry to those who missed the boat 
though! !  
At later parties we tried improvising with dry ice to make some "special 
effects" ,  an idea halted by the fact that most of the Social Committee were 
electrocuted. (The explanation they used to explain their absence whenever you 
needed them most.) So the Social Committee was disbanded in Second semester 
('cause they were all lazy sods - and they're not getting any of the bleedin' free 
passes I have to night clubs ! ! ) ,  and instead I got free lance help when I could -
a hearty round of applause to Jason de Rooy and friends for all their help. 
The Ball turned out to be a great success ,  even with the problems with 
"Lennons" and the false start of $500. However, we were fortunate to have 
Miss Nyaire Schultz step in and give us one of the best deals in yonks (only 
$28.50 for a Ball ticket ! Wot a bargain ! ! ) .  We also introduced this year an ex­
collegian semi-subsidized fee, to make it cheaper for them (and hopefully 
encourage more of them) to come to our functions . Nonetheless ,  the Ball was 
quite a success and fortunately politically well-timed. (Not planned of course ! ! ) 
This  year I fell we've managed to get a lot more inter-college 
interaction, which has been a good primer for our rise to I .C.C in 1990. We 
had our first and only (unfortunately) three way exchange dinner with 
Cromwell and Grace, and made some closer ties with St.Johns and Womens 
Colleges . It was only unfortunate that the Exec. couldn't make better use of the 
Exec. tickets , and alas the unenviable task of going to the balls (sigh, life's 
tough) fell on my weary shoulders . (It' s a dirty job but somebody has to do 
it ! ! )  Anyway, all in all it was a very good year, and I like to thank all the 
people who had some input into the Social Calender through ideas , help, usage 
of equipment, and donation of car transport etc. Finally , I'm exhausted from 
this job and I'll pass the mantle onto Oliver Jackson. I would also like to say 
for the record that "the Social convenor should be on the Executive" .  Good 
luck to Oli for 1990 and stay out of trouble ! !  
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:r(ai Afing Lee, 
Social Convenor. 
Stop everything! 
.., 
Mandev's answering the phone 
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THE "POOR LITTLE FRESHERS" ANDO' WEEK 
O'Week - that distant blur. Who can remember that far back, when lectures were 
something that started next week and it was a case of "Sevens? Sure! What do I do?" 
It was Saturday morning and in we trooped, confident or otherwise, and met our "mummies" 
and "daddies" on the O'Week Committee. From then on the week was a haze of questions(many), 
answers(few) and lessons in first impressions. 
Lesson in First 
Impressions 
# 1: 
"Oh my God! This is what Mum warned me about." It was a guy with hardly any 
hair, a goatee beard and happy shorts handing me a welcoming bag of goodies. " They let people 
like this into college? Keep calm, keep calm - I'm sure skin-heads are very approachable people." 
Questions 
Galore: 
Why did Ming laugh wildly as he said: "Ha! You're in Al" to some hopeless arrival? 
Who was that Asian-looking type who wore singlets, gold chains and seemed to like his 
body and want others to as well? 
Why were the girls constantly being warned about (a) Byron and (b) some guy with 
glasses and a double-barrelled name. 
Lessons in First 
Impressions 
# 2: 
Sunday night. The welcoming speeches were under way. A guy introduced himself. 
"Hi, my name's Wyatt Pruim and for those of you who don't know, I'm your Treasurer ... " Boy, he 
must have a tough, responsible job! (Nothing more needs to be said about THIS impression.) 
Then we "got to know each other" (snigger, snigger) and were introduced to the 
amazing brown and orange wallpaper of "The Pazz". Who was this Shane character in a Lacoste 
shirt who insisted on giving us as many "Stewies" as possible and enjoyed merely handling them? 
Well they seemed an alright bunch so far. Humph, were we in for a rude shock. Something 
far, far more malicious than the fresher treatment handed out at the other colleges - Dangerous 
Hornsby's voice early Morning morning. How can one reproduce that heart-stopping "GET UP 
FRESHERS!" on paper? Suffice to say that the thought of it would jolt us awake at 5.30 a.m. for 
the rest of the week, just so we'd be up and not have to wake up to THAT sound pounding down
the corridors. 
-....- --bd!W---t 
O'kay so we were niave. The blurb said 
that the fresher photos were for us "to frame 
and keep". After we dried off, it was time to discover 
Brisbane on the City Rally, and collect our 
"souvenirs" along the way. Tiffany Jones' and 
Annalisa Sestini's "light fingers" stole the day with 
their incredible security-evasive manouvering in the 
Hilton Hotel, to "collect" a towel. (Not to mention the 
rest of that group's evasive technique of ducking into 
the toilets - is this what Uni life was shaping up to be?) 
We grooved and boogied the night away to fine music at the Bad Taste Party that night. 
By this stage it was certainly a case of fine-tuning the introduction skills. "Hello! (Smile) My 
name's ... , I'm doing ... , I'm from ... , how about you? (Smile). 
For those of us who hadn't experienced college life, gossip was something the other
collegians put far too much emphasis on. Surely that circle of letters from Jen exaggerated the 
number of intra-college relationships? 
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See no evil . .  . .  
The fresher grovels 
Also we had discovered that Craig "skin-head" Gilmour's head was actually pleasant to rub 
and well, he was a NICE boy, really. 
And so the days whizzed by - we learnt about parapets and water bombing, more about our 
Uni courses, more people around college (even a few by name without looking at name tags!) and 
had honed the "chuking-a-steuy" -stunned-mullet expression down to a fine art. 
Speaking of people, we experienced that phenomenum called "Toga" and there were people, 
alright, and plenty of them. Impressed or otherwise, it was definitely the most amazing party most of 
us had ever encountered! Uni was already an experience and lectures were only three days away. 
By Friday the trip to Kondalilla Falls was a much-needed quiet affair. Well, mostly, until 
there were potty stops and spontaneous touch football games on the side of the range during the 
return journey. (Much to the consternation of those left at the top waiting for the R.A.C.Q. to come 
and rescue Barbs' lawn-mower that was masquerading as a Honda Civic.) 
Was it possible that by the next Sunday we were a wiser bunch? A few of our questions had 
been answered, except for the important ones, like was it true that females were excluded from the 
I.H. Peoples Front and did that have anything to do with alleged factions such as the People's Back 
and the I.H. Side People? (And what was this all about anyway? Kevin soon found out with his little 
visit and free trip in the middle of the night. His impressions were well.. ... mostly dark.) 
And of our first impressions? Well, most of us knew we could get right into this college bit. 
I.H. was the place to be! The non-freshers' impressions of us were just like OUR impressions of 
them - some were off the mark but others, well... make up your own mind with the Sunday night 
Fresher Awards that went to: 
- Wesley: the B.H.P. Quiet Achiever award 
- Fiiona: the Foghorn award 
- Murray: the Trainee Yuppie Mr. Fresher-shit himself 
- Barry : Pisspot , and 
- Andrew Grabski 
and Michael Schwartze!: Fresher-shits. 
Much fun was had furiosly forming collectives to buy our slaves - after all, washing was 
something we just weren't used to at that stage. 
Ooh, it was Sunday night already - that was it! In the w�rd� of a fell ow coll�gian: " O'Week 
was fun wasn't it?" And of lectures? They started tomorrow, d1dn t they? No wornes ........ . 
Written by: Cliaman Sidhu 
on 6elialf of tlie 1989 �resliers.
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These people are in such bad taste 
Social butterflies 
Monica drops Vet... 
and takes up Speech Therapy 
1 4
SOI9('E'E 
Soiree is a unique sort of event. Every year, on one Saturday afternoon, the 
residents of I .H. invite Brisbane to come to the college and " see the world" .  (And 
hear it, and eat it, and drink it . . .  ) Not only do they see the world as it is - all the 
ways in which people are different and all the ways in which people are the same -
but also, I hope, they see the world as it could be - a place to work together and have 
fun together. Like I .H. itself, it's that idea of "brotherhood" which really sets Soiree 
apart . . .  an idea that was visionary years ago, but in 1989 it seems simply necessary.  
For the final Soiree of the Eighties we were lucky enough to have a Committee 
with the vision to see new possibilities and the organisation to make them happen. 
I'm proud of them: Shane (whose experience and hard work was in demand before 
anything else); Wes and his able assistant, Barry, (they had the most difficult job of 
all, looking after food); Michelle(whose beautiful badges and posters show no sign of 
the pressure under which they were made); Nav (who got us on FM 104 ! );  Sharon 
(who put together the best magazine I've ever seen) ; Rajiv (who filled the dining 
room with Aboriginal and Fijian artefacts);  Edmund and Tiffany (who had to work 
wonders for a concert to happen at all, let alone such an excellent one); Carol (who 
worked to make a superb dinner while everyone else recovered) ; and Stuart (who 
was our communications centre - faster than a speeding modem . . .  ) 
First Soiree was months away, then weeks 
away , then days away . . .  and suddenly 
everyone at I .H.  was doing something -
buying or  cooking or  rehears ing in 
preparation for Saturday, August 6. There
was one final burst of activity on Friday 
night and Saturday morning, a moment of 
calm, a moment of rain, a moment of 
anxious waiting - and then we had done it, 
Soiree was happening . (Or that's how I 
remember it, anyway.)  WHAT! Mitch standing still? 
Soiree was a hundred different things at once, for a thousand people , but for 
me it was Esmeraldo seeing his design everywhere ; Amar doing a sales pitch for 
Couscous; Fiiona interviewing Dr Holm on video; Mandev "turning white"; the band 
playing the concert of their lives ; Michelle Brosnan reappearing;  Oliebollen 
disappearing (quickly ! ) ; and Jason releasing balloons during the final chorus of 
"Imagine" .  
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Afitclie[[ Porter, 
Soiree Convenor. 
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FOOD - Glorious Food. 
Well we threw it, spat it, chucked it, tossed it, 
chewed it and finally (most of the time) we ate it. 
The culinary developments at 1.H. in 1989 
were tasty to say the least. If I'd known what I'd be 
in for when I took the position, I would have pukked!  
Babak's secret Cammy-weapon (Ooh, sorry, no offense.)  
First semester will be long remembered as the semester 
of the CROOK - we had them lemoned, crumbed, boiled, oranged 
-.. 
- you name it - nuggets , wings and breasts . (Not enough.) There 
,� 
were disgusting pictures of someone blowing up a chook in Jen 
�41 
(not that I hadn't already thought of that already, Danni and Ken) , 
and baby chicks were springing up everywhere. And then, suddenly, 
I think all the poultry must have gone missing in Oz because we 
weren't getting anymore chicken ! 
Curried sausages made another unpopular entry into the menu and an even 
more popular exit. Pasta nights would have had to have been the most popular 
nights for meals - very delicious indeed Kathy ! It must continue . 
In second semester there was a pandemonium with the introduction of . . . . . .  . 
"Nutella" - yes, that hazelnut and chocolate spread that is applied five inches thick 
to peoples' bread or eaten straight from the jar. Needless to say it didn't last very 
long due to the pace at which it disappeared. (Enquire at 3rd Floor E and F 
Tower . )  
We now have a new milk machine that seems to work - well, once you 
realise you are not milking a cow. (Ask Robin to explain this. Sorry Robin, I 
couldn't resist. ) Also, a new toaster that replaced the old one which was finally 
buried. 
Salads are still a contentious issue,  as they 
will be for some time. (They were excellent on 
Thursdays - I wonder who made them?) 
Attempting to be serious, I found that no 
matter what you do or how you do it ,  you cannot 
please all the people all the time. This seems 
especially so when you have to feed so many 
people. Dianne and the rest of the Kitchen Staff 
deserve the fullest of congratulations. 
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Rob's got it all bottled up 
It is widely known that I.H. has the best kitchen staff and food compared to all 
the other colleges, and this is due to them being members of the family at I.H. 
Oh food, glorious food, wonderful FOOD ! ! 
Clement sinks a few 
Cameron 'Tay{or, 
Food Convenor 
Tua ballths around 'ere thomwhere
SHOP 
The most popular item to disappear from shop over the last 12 months wasn't 
the "Maggi 2 Minute Noodles", or the "Chocolate Bula Bars", or even the 
"Strawberry Chupa Chups", but the SHOPKEEPERS ! Yeap - we just couldn't keep 
up the depleting stocks. First Therese,  then Mitchell and then Keith. We were sad to 
see them go, but the memory of their voices floating up towards the skies with that 
harmonious and ever so melodious, "SHOP'S OPEN", shall always remain in the 
minds of those chocolate-starved college monsters who wait patiently until 9 .30 
p .m. each evening to hear that welcome summons to the deep , dark depths of G­
Tower. 
Well, Yulvian and I are the last of the great 1989 Shopkeepers but we shall 
return to haunt you next year, when we will faithfully resume the stocking of our 
lovely psychedelic shop ! ! 
Love and "Mars Bars" forever! 
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��,, 9��
Janine 'De{ 'Dot & 'Yu{vian Sani, 
Shopkeepers. 
TOGA 
The Facts: 
- 5000 people - 220 litres of spirits - 1500 litres coke 
- 10 OOO cups - 700 cartons of beer - 1 tonne of ice 
This  may sound very impressive but the most important fact about 
"TOGA" is that it is created by the residents of International House. This year we 
doubled the s ize of Toga from that of 1988. To help cope with this increase we : 
hired extra lighting andlO portable toilets , had a "cocktail" bar and increased the size 
of all the bars . 
Goin' "Roamin" at Toga 
A resident of one of the all-male colleges once asked me why I.H. organised 
the two largest events on campus - Soiree and the Toga Party. My reply was that we 
had 150 residents who could work together to achieve a goal, we are interested in 
those around us and we supported each other. 
A personal "thankyou" to all those who helped make Toga such a success .  May 
it continue to grow and may we all continue to benefit from it. 
Yours in Brotherhood, 
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Sliane (jriffin, 
Toga Convenor. 
__ __J 
The 1989 Car Rally was once again organised by the kind-hearted, will-do­
anything-for-you keyholders of Cellar. We tried to make it a real "naughty" rally 
but a slight (How about HUGE? Ed.) mishap (which we will never hear the end of) 
changed the order of the day. Therefore, initiative and improvisation were up to the thrill-se king 
competitors of each team. 
The start was early and all teams got up to devilish little antics straight away. 
Three cheers must go to The Bears for providing a layer of their homemade 
porridge onto most windscreens for the prevention of rust. (How thoughtful!) 
Armaghan was off in his usual hurry, probably trying to win twice in a 
row, but his keeness forced him to miss some vital initial clues and nobody saw him 
till near the end of the rally. However he did manage to pull off first place again! 
Certainly the most vicious vehicle in the ranks was 'THE BIG BA D BUS' 
which was full of bad boys, beer, bombs and sported a bent bicycle wheel on the 
back. They were after trouble. 
The winners of the theme prize were the Hippies I who consisted of Aids, 
Chumps, Numbi and Davo. Their car had a rather sophisticated paintjob. They got 
lost (like many others) but made up for it by giving open air peace concerts to 
Army convoys and busking at the Gatton Show to earn a few pennies. 
Freak me out 
.. _ _ 
--' 
Gotta stop sniffing this stuff, man 
The Swampies went back and forth, Hippies II went back and forth, 
The "Bears" spent the day in Toowoomba and no one saw Monica. 
An untimely pit-stop for four cars at the now famous sleepy town of Marburg 
resulted in the Battle of Marburg in which the locals joined in for some serious 
egg-throwing. 
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Meanwhile, back at the ranch, the officials (who no one was being nice to) 
turned their four wheel "racer" into a three wheel "scraper". 
Although it was frustrating for some (many?), we all ended up safe and sound 
at a nice, quiet, relaxing park near Esk. The night was spent cuddling by the 
campfire and, for the lesser "home on the range" types, the "bus" was pulled out to 
deliver a crowd to Esk for some serious carnage. 
They filled up The Club Hotel, managed to grab a feature in the local 
paper, and the Simplistics started their first of the Esk tours by letting a few 
originals rip. 
My thanks to those people who helped out in the rally: Sam, Dangerous and 
Rangi. Also many thanks to those people who were nire to me afterwards and didn't 
go on and on, and on and ............ on (yawn!) about it. 
Take care and be good, 
�-
Cuddling up 
Vive le France 
Today's the day 
the teadybears ....... ?
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CELLAR CLUB 
Cellar Club had, in 1989, a very successful year. 
We catered for our freshers well in O' Week and had a spontaneous party or 
two to satisfy demand. Generally, Cellar ran well and tried to diversify in range by 
providing many types of beer and spirits and also we brought back to Cellar Club a 
nice range of wines. Generally those have sold well and we are making better and 
better sales. 
Soiree Beer Garden once again excelled and was a definite highlight of Soiree 
1989. Its new central location placed much more emphasis upon it and yet there 
were no problems with behaviour in the Beer Garden. 
It is good to see that a Cellar Club which raised so little in its first years of 
operation is now providing an income which allowed us to hold the Cellar Ball and 
to provide drinks to winning teams etc. 
And now to the serious business ... 
-The Cellar Club Ball cost an absolute fortune but the cover charge this year 
worked well. Undoubtedly it was the most well attended function and had a HUGE 
atmosphere. 
- Pre-dinner drinks were successful simply because they got people together 
to socialise. 
-Never, ever, ever let Mullo put the clues together for your next Car Rally. 
But anyhow, it turned out to be a day and a night enjoyed by all. (Except the 
residents of numerous small towns ... actually, come to think of it, most did seem to 
enjoy it, and afterall, was Esk not the start of the Simplistic's fame?) 
The Cellar Club "TEAM": The Master in his domain 
Cellar Master: Sam Camp 
Treasurer: Nav MuniratnaKeyholders: 
- David Rangiah 
- Paul Mulligan 
- Danielle Hornsby 
and - Byron Green 
(who filled Dan's position after she 
left college). 
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Samue{ Camp, 
Cellar Club Master. 
THE BAND 
Look forward to something big in 1990 
..,,gJ� .. � ... ·· , t. ' � 
"' 
.. 
r .. 
- �i ' 
The stud slug 
While YOU are still young, do something exc�ting or you'll loose it 
Where are all the chicks? r 
� 
We just stood for good ol' Rock 'n' Roll 
Groupies at Esk 
"WE LOVE YOU ADRIAN!" 
Thanks Stuey for arranging the Esk gigs 
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I.H.A.C. - " WHAT'S THAT ? "
This year l.H.A.C. (International House Awareness Committee)
operated in an exceptionally "behind the scenes" or rather "out of the way" 
anner. 
The main project for the year, "Know 
Your Neighbour" is still in the process of being done. 
The "Corroboree" this year was held in 
Melbourne. Christine Shonberg from Germany 
was the only Brisbane I.H.'er who went but she 
didn't let us down, managing to take away the 
coverted "Where is Everybody?" Award. 
The activities organised at Corroboree ranged from : playing "coinage"; 
bushdancing; cross-country skiing; seminars on inter-racial problems and the benefit 
of mixed floors; and visits to China Town, historic sites and the "Metro" nightclub. 
. .... .. ....... ....... .__ 
Christine discovers Australia's history at Ballarat. 
Thanks must go to Melanie Simpkin, Hsien Toh, Armaghan Hoveydai, Shaun 
Ansell, Carol Panitz, Oliver Jackson and Fuang Tan Theen for their help this year as 
well as all the people who came down and met the various Rotarians visiting college. 
Good luck, Pip! 
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yraeme J'in{ayson, 
I.H.A.C. Convenor. 
CHOIR 
* "Chuck, you look like a penguin!"
* "Altos, I can't hear you."
* "Basses, we need another rehearsal!"
* "Be cool guys, be cool!"
The I.H. Choir started off the year with barely enough people to begin. But, 
after many Formal Dinner pleas and wild promises of fame and fortune, we 
managed to entice enough singers along to perform at Soiree. 
With Soiree completed 
and only one public appearance 
remaining in 1989, more people
were called up to complete the 
"cast" of 'Grease'. Then began 
the slow and painful process 
of putting together the greatest 
musical extravaganza to ever hit 
the I.C.C. Choralfest! 
The many rehearsals preceeding 
our performance were a constant source 
of frustration for everyone involved. Just 
as the choir thought they had things under .. 
control, they were thrown into utter 
chaos! Many a jaw dropped when news -"\ 
got out that the choir had to DANCE as 
well as sing!! 
After many protests of "We can't 
sing and dance at the same time!" the 
hard work finally paid off in an excellent performance at the Choralfest. 
Accompanied by the band, who had the girls 
re lly 
dancing in the last number, the 
choir finished the year in sty le. There was also a great representation from I.H. in 
the I.C.C. Choir. 
Good one guys! See ya next year!! 
Sliaron Cfioo, Jufiette :Muffer & "Cfiucf(' 'Tobia, 
Choir Convenors. 
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© THE PHARMACY REPORT© 
This year has seen the position of College Pharmacist expand from merely 
being a domestic supplier of prophilactics, to a major mover and shaker on the 
International scene. 
The early part of First Semester saw the 
appointment of two new Executive Marketing 
Presidents: Danielle Hornsby and Edmund Pelgen 
- in charge of the geographic locales of G-Tower 
and Mens' Towers, respectively. 
Whilst we experienced rather flaccid sales 
in G Tower (we feel due to poor placement of our 
product), sales in the Mens' Towers experienced 
an up © tum on the previous year with an
impressive opening sales spurt of 24 units in 3 weeks.
Unfortunately, due to Danielle's departure 
and poor sales in the region, we have had to cease 
operations in the G Tower district and consolidate 
our assets. 
Future: 
We feel due to the firm's Low Fixed Costs and operating hours (i.e. 24 hours)
we can compete with our other competitors including: 
-Union Chemist 
-Medical Centre. 
Proposed expansion in financing could see us increase and diversify our range 
immensely. 
B efore: 
Ansell - Lubricated (12 x 1) 
Conclusi on: 
After:
Ultrasure - Lubricated Duo gold- Studded 
Duo gold - Ribbed Duo gold- Coloured 
Duo gold - Natural Duo gold - Ultra 
We feel that this year has been a major success and wish the best of luck to our 
incoming Presidents. 
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© 'Edmund Pe(gen,
College Pharmacist. 
Greg wins the lOOm 
Gilly strides it in. 
Dern goddam Yanks 
What's behind the shades baby? 
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ATHLE TI CS 
.So ,  where does the strength come from to  see the race through to the end? It 
comes from within. And thus did the small I.H. Athletics team see the carnival 
through to it's  end. 
Events : 
11 Orn hurdles
1 OOm hurdles
lOOm 
200m 
400m 
800m 
1500m 
1500m walk 
Long Jump 
Triple Jump 
High Jump 
Javelin 
Discus 
Shot put 
4x100m relay 
4x400m relay 
RESULTS; 
Men: 
M. Hargraves 
G. Miller (lst) 
M. Hargraves ( 4th) 
C. Gilmour 
C. Giles 
E.  Pelgen (3rd) 
D. Whitehead 
S .  Griffin, 
N. Muniratna, 
C. Giles & 
M. Hargraves .  ( 4th) 
S .  Dodds 
D. Pillay, 
M. Hargraves & 
C. Gilmour. 
Women: 
M. Hore (lst) 
M. Hore (3rd) 
M. Hore ( 4th) 
M. Hore 
F. Sharpe 
F. Sharpe 
F. Mcintosh, 
F. Sharpe, 
E.  McLanahan & 
M. Hore .  (6th) 
Thank.you to all those who competed and to those who came down to cheer us 
on. Always remember that it is in the striving for victory that we find the victory. 
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(jregory Afi{{er, 
Athletics Convenor. 
MEN ' S  SQUASH 
Well, here we are again, that time of the year when we recollect on the highs 
and lows of "89 and say: "What a year ! " As l.H. Squash Convener, I look back on 
the '89 season with a great deal of optimism, and can certainly say what a year it has 
been. 
International House, has in the past, boasted quite an outstanding squash team, 
and living up to this reputation has been a daunting prospect. By the close of the 
season I.H. had finished sixth on the ladder, in front of Union College. 
I suppose one can only say: " If only . . .  " However, as I look back, not a single 
doubt enters into thought as we achieved what we wanted. Every game we played we 
tried our hardest, giving nothing less than 100 per cent; but most of all, we enjoyed 
ourselves .  The only factor which held us from attaining a higher place on the ladder 
was the inexperience of our team. 
Notable performances and those magic moments which we will cherish 
forever are : Robert Wells '  3-0 one man demolition of a poor Union player; Jwee 
Chek's magic comeback when he was two games down, to win in five against 
Emmanuel; and who can forget James (Jimmy-Jack) Daveson's first ever game when 
he hit the first ball of the season into the roof; or Keith Bolton's mastery of the 
raquet. 
I would like to take this opportunity to thank all those supporters who turned 
up to cheer us on. I would also like to thank the players and the manager of the 
team, Shane Griffin. Oh, and Wyatt would like to thank the Leo's guy for the five 
stiches he got while defending the honour of l.H. 
What a season, what a year! 
I.H. MALE SQUASH TEAM: 
- Navindra Muniratna 
- Wyatt Pruim 
- Jwee·-Chek Er 
- Keith Bolton 
- James Daveson 
- Robert Wells 
- Manager: Shane Griffin 
:t{,avindra Afuniratna, 
Squash Convenor. 
- Rookies of the year: Jimmy-Jack and Robbie Wells . 
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WOMEN ' S  TOUCH FOOTBALL 
. . . . . . .  Awesome, mean, death-defying . . . . . . .  the only way to describe this year's 
Girl's Touch Football team. And who were these legends? 
Awesome Adele, 
Charging Chumpy,  
Challenging Charise , 
Dangerous Dan, 
Jeopardising Janine, 
Killer Kelly, 
Marvellous Monica, 
Never-nervous Numbi. 
Spectacular Sarah, 
Treacherous Therese , 
Fearless Fiiona, 
Despite being so legendary, our lack of match practice and team spirit let us 
down and we never managed to defeat anyone (although we did draw two games). 
Nevertheless ,  we did have our moments of sheer brilliance - as did some male 
Emmanuel supporters who ripped off their clothes and decided to join in on the 
game ! (One wonders what "touch" game they had in mind?? ! ! ) 
On the whole, we had six pretty eventnil games - who could forget the whole 
team spending 10 minutes running up and down the field, not warming up but 
rather, looking for Danielle' s  gold watch? Or watching Sarah taking a cracking 
tackle; knock herself out; and then have to be rushed to hospital? Or cracking up 
when Janine was hit in the mouth and chipped a tooth - not by the opposition but by 
a fellow team member who happened to be her sister as well ! ? 
A big thankyou must go to Gumby, Mullo and Mel for their coaching and to 
those who came down and supported. Congratulations to Therese for making I .C.C. 
and thanks to the girls who gave up their time to play and train! 
Yours in footy spirit! 
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Janine 'De{ 'Dot, 
Touch Football Convenor. 
VOLLEYBALL 
The l.H. Men's  Volleyball team only lost, oops,  I mean only won one game 
this year, but we generally played up to the team's and our individual potential, and 
thus it was a satisfying season. 
Highlights included: at one stage being 1 0-0 up against Leo's in the second set. 
(Leo 's  finished near the top of the ladder) . The win against Union was very 
convincing, and the last game of the season we lost 1 0-8 in the third �et - a very good 
game. 
Best players were Edmund (especially on the net) , Kioj i  (serving and digging) 
and Wyatt (setting) .  Stuart Dodds, Kenneth, Michael (and Mark ! )  also played well 
and improvement through the season was impressive. 
Afar� Cliappe{l 
Men's Volleyball Convenor. 
The l .H.  Women' s  Volleyball team did not win I .C.C.  as we had hoped, 
however, we did win points , sets and a game. We started the season well, beating 
Duchesne 2-1, but were unable to maintain winning form to topple Union , 
Emmanuel, Grace, Cromwell or Women's .  
Felicity Mcintosh played well all season and made I.C.C. - the recognition she 
deserved for her consistent play and the support she gave the team. Players were : 
Chisato Asaka, Keira Brennan, Janine Del Dot, Therese Del Dot, Naomi Fraser, 
Felicity Mcintosh, Catriona Purcell, and Fiiona Sharpe. Fiiona, Keira ,  Janine and 
Sandy were newcomers to the game and improved immensely by the end of the 
season. 
It is difficult to pin-point any player as the best and all players were valuable, 
however, the following players deserve to be noted: Therese for her serves ,  spikes 
and court coverage; Naomi , Charise and Chisato for their court coverage and 
Felicity for her all-round excellence. 
mme. 
A special thankyou to Flick who kept me calm and kept her head when I lost 
"Veil Liebe" ' 
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Catriona Purce{l 
Women's Volleyball Convenor. 
R U G B Y  
We had an enjoyable season with a lot of new, outside guys who played rugby . 
with us . After a slow start we finally made BIG news by WINNING OUR FIRST ! 
game in four years ! . . . . . . . . . . .  YEEEHAHH!  
l.H. guys who played were: Jimmy (Captain) , Rangi , Todd, Stu II, Mullo , 
Craig , Itaitia and Nav. 
We would also like to thank our supporters who came down on Wednesday 
nights to give us a cheer. It was much appreciated. 
Check ya, 
© Pau{ Mu{{igan & James 'Daveson,
Rugby Convenors . 
The lads 
SNOOKER AND BILLIARDS 
You win some, you lose some - well , most of  them - but at least we had fun in 
[the process.Credit where credit is due though. This year's I.H. Snooker and Billiards 
ilteam played with a lot of enthusiasm, determination and skill , in what was a fairly
1tight competition.
Overall, we came sixth, with two convincing wins over Leo's and Emmanuel. 
Thanks go to Adrian Candaten, Wyatt Pruim and Graeme Finlayson, Kin Man Ho 
and Oliver Jackson for Snooker. 
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fjraeme :Finfayson, 
Snooker & Billiards Convenor.
S W I M M I N G
The Swimming Carnival this year went quite well. Although the supporters 
were a bit thin on the ground and some of the swimmers had to be dragged from 
their rooms , it was a huge improvement on previous years . We even had enough 
First Years to compete in the Fresher and Fresherette Relays .  However, I'm yet to 
Dan & Shane in control
find out how Kevin Jaffar managed to stay dry. 
I .H. also managed . to find some officials for the 
night, thanks to Shane and Danielle. 
I .H. didn't quite manage to defeat Kings 
or Grace, but we put in a mighty effort just the 
same. 
The legendary swimmers who managed to 
duck beneath the Kings and Johns war of insults 
were : Craig Giles, Oliver Jackson, Kevin Jaffar, 
James Daveson, Greg Miller, Edmund Pelgen, 
Kyoji  Kodaira, Alex Fowkes ,  Fiiona Sharpe, 
Sandy Kilminster, Catriona Purcell, Csilla 
Tottszer and Monica Hore.  (And Craig 
Gilmour! Ed.) 
I'd just like to thank everyone who swam, supported or officiated - it was a 
great night. 
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Craig (ji{mour, 
Swimming Convenor. 
Fresherette mermaids 
BASKETBALL 
Early in First semester a number of lean young men signed on for a mission 
that had the potential to be one of the greatest successes in l.H. 's history .  It was to be 
an adventure that, admittedly , would have its glory , yet it would also be 
accompanied by all the pain, perils and pressures of a truly well fought battle. 
The first duel took place on the trodden fields of the SPRA # 1 Basketball 
court .  Although seen by many of their opponents '  most ardent supporters as 
underdogs ,  the men from I .H . ,  oblivious to all  around them, marched on. 
Unfortunately, after going down by a solitary point to the lads from St Johns (when 
the game could easily have gone either way) the stage appeared set for what was to 
become the general pattern of this team's encounters . 
Nevertheless ,  with the addition of new uniforms and the appreciated support 
of their fellow collegians , this fine unit could smell victory and it finally came when, 
in their last game, the lion-hearted men of St Leo's fell for the second year in a row
to the might of l.H. 
They were chosen from all comers of the 
globe, many leaving their family and friends to 
engage in this most noble of sports : Allan Chan, 
Adolf Lai and Kenneth Tang formed the Asian 
contingent; Nav Muniratna was recruited from 
Sri Lanka to add to the teams talent which also 
consisted of the U.S .A. import, Barry 
Hutchison; while James Daveson , Wesley 
Lerch, David Whitehead, Craig Giles and 
Cameron Taylor represented the homeland of 
Australia. Another Australian, Shane Griffin, 
was enlisted to be manager of the team. 
Moreover, one of the most fearless 
warriors , a young man by the name of Wesley 
Lerch, impressed even his opponents to the 
extent that he was called upon to represent his 
college in the I.C.C. team.
After being endowed with a placing of tied fifth, and with the sun beginning 
to set on the wooden floors of the court, the question on everyone's lips was : "What 
was to become of this mighty squad?" Thanks to the foresight of Barry and Wes ,  
I .H .  now boasts its own weapon of  destruction - a basketball hoop, and with the 
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experience the younger members of the side gained throughout the year, 1990 could 
well be the year in which the cup is finally returned to its rightful home. 
James 'Daveson, 
Basketball Convenor. 
Boing, Boing, Boing! ! This is the sound a basketball makes when it is
being bounced by Sandy or Di or Fiiona or Janine or Adele or Sarah or Dani ! 
Boing Boing. (Not Bonk Bonk. ) 
Bonk, Boing! ! This is the sound that a basketball makes when it hits the
back board and misses .  We made this sound lots and lots . 
Bonk, Boing, Swish!! This is the sound that the other teams made lots and
lots . You can work out for yourself what this means . 
Cheer, Clap, Cheer!! This is the sound we wanted to hear. Thanks to
those few who were there to show their support. 
A special mention to Therese, Kelly, and Marci who played the occassional 
game. 
Wes Lerch RAA ! ! Wes Lerch RAA ! ! Wes Lerch RAA RAA RAA! ! 
We don't think we'll play basketball anymore , we're going to take up cooking 
instead so we can use our big wooden spoon. 
YUKK� YUKK� YUKKY! Dan, Dan, Dan.  
P.S . Hugs and kisses to Wes for coaching us.  We love ya. 
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'Danie{{e 1lorns6y , 
Women's Basketball Convenor. 
WOMEN ' S  TENNIS 
Well, what an awesome year for tennis ! 
Charise has got the court covered 
With the combination of Reiko's smooth 
style, Lily's consistency, Michelle's enthusiasm 
and Sandy's . . .  interesting squash shots ,  the I.H. 
Women's Tennis team, showing determination, 
CONVINCINGLY defeated BOTH Cromwell and 
Union Colleges .  
What happened to the other matches? . . .  
Well, we thought that any more than two wins 
would have had a serious effect on I.H. 's famous 
sporting reputation. 
I would like to thank all the supporters 
(you were really appreciated) , and of course, the 
team: Reiko, Sandy, Michelle, Retty and a special 
appearance by Janine . (And of course, Charise. 
Ed.) Thanks a lot for your time, effort and team 
spirit. xo. 
Cliarise 1(!.nneay, 
Women's Tennis Convenor. 
Naverick looses his cool 
LAWN TENNIS AND CROQUET C LUB 
GENERAL REPORT, 1989. 
Male tennis was changed this year from the usual Thursday nights to 
Monday night so the guys and girls could play together. (Tennis ! )  This ,  I think had 
a negative effect on the 1.H. team as we once again relieved the other colleges of 
the wooden spoon. 
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Our first game was against Kings and although we went down on the night, 
Nav and myself toiled to win our singles.  These singles wins gave us the greatest 
moments of the season. 
Throughout the season, Kioji played very consistently but lacked that absolute 
ruthlessness needed to survive the cold, harsh world of the I .C.C.  Tennis circuit. 
Kioji 's  fighting match against Leo's ,  provided proud moments. We won various sets 
of doubles but Nav and I got sick of losing in tie breaks. (Feels better sometimes to 
be thrashed rather than get pipped at the post .)  Tod played at # 4 most of the season
and certainly did not lack any aggressiveness ! He had some fighting matches to 
display his talent. 
This is my last ever tennis report, and as I hand the reigns onto the now 
experienced, "Naverick" ,  I wish the team every success in 1990. Many thanks to the 
players who gave their time and effort, and to the spectators who made it down to 
the courts . (You were very much appreciated). 
The Team : 
WOMEN' S  SQUASH 
Cameron 'Iay{or, 
Tennis Convenor. 
Vicki , Retty, Naomi, Charise and Sandy. 
I .C.C.  Squash was held on Monday nights and served as a good excuse for 
missing Dining-in Nights ! As usual, the team had a good time. 
We came seventh in the competition. (Perhaps this had something to do with 
the amount of dessert consumed at Formal Dinner! )  Nevertheless  Sandy was chosen 
as # 2 in the I.C.C. team. 
Thankyou to all those who made the effort to participate. 
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Sancfra Xjlminster, 
Women's Squash Convenor. 
Sandy, you big star! ! 
ROWING 
Rowing for I .H. started once more in 1989 ! The "Brown" , as our boat was 
known, was definitely not the sleekest or most modem of boats on the river and bits 
and pieces of it had a bad habit of breaking every now and then. 
Having such an inexperienced team (most of whom had never rowed before) 
we needed coaching and so, from St Johns College we recruited Simmo to give us a 
hand. Once we were under way there was no stopping us ! 
Mullo , having rowed once 
before, thought that coxing would 
definitely be no worries and he 
proceeded thinking in that vein and 
showed no real concern forriver 
banks , rocks , ferries and massive 
barges that were twice the size of 
the Sydney Harbour Bridge ! 
By the end of the season we did 
have the pleasure of knowing that we 
did not come last in any of our races.  
The girl 's team (The American (Canadian?) All-Stars) put forward a great 
effort and with Mullo' s  help , once more as their cox ( ! ) , they didn't come last in 
any of their races . 
The Brown was also generally used by other I .H. 'ers and hopefully in 1990 
we shall move up in the divisions . 
( 1989 - MALES rowed 4th division all regattas 
- FEMALES rowed 5th division all regattas . )  
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Samue{ Camp, 
Rowing Convenor. 
CROSS C OUNTRY 
The Cross Country was an I .C.C. event in its own right for the first time this 
year. Hence, there was an added incentive to get as many people as possible running. 
This happened with a tum out of six guys and two girls on the Saturday of the event. 
The runners were : Wesley Lerch, Barry Hutchison, Craig Giles ,  Jwee Chiek 
Er, Craig Gilmour, Lindsay Long, Therese Del Dot and Emily McLanahan. 
It turned out to be an extremely hot day, but all runners managed to finish. 
The best results were :  Craig Gilmour - 1 Oth and Lindsay Long - 35th. 
I I 
Because of the large amount of guys in the individual event on Saturday, we 
were able to enter a team in the relay on Sunday. Itaitia Tuisawau replaced Craig 
Giles who was feeling unwell. 
The six of us put in a great effort, with our last runner being within 200 
metres of the winning team when they crossed the line . Unfortunately, he still had 
another 2 .8 kilometres to run. At least we didn't get lapped and had a lot of fun. 
Thanks to all the runners and the spectators . 
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Craig (ji{mour, 
Cross Country Convenor. 
MEN'S HOCKEY 
Looking back on 1989, it is easy to get carried away with the excitement of 
trivial events , such as the year's interest rates hitting 1 9% or the falling of the iron 
curtain. But to me, it represents the year that the l.H. Men's Hockey team moved up 
to Fifth position in the I.C.C. competition - the best for the last six years ! 
The 1989 I.H. Men's Hockey team bring back memories of a team with good 
enthusiasm and skill, large supporting crowds (thanks to the I.H. Women's Hockey 
team) and better, closer results : a win over Union and draws against Emmanuel 
(surprise, surprise ! )  and Cromwell. (I don't believe it ! )  
The surprise of the year and also the Most Improved award goes to Greg 
Miller. Now listen to this - the man never played hockey until this year and then 
decides to put on some pads, a war painted mask and carry a hockey stick, and then 
call himself a goalkeeper. After his stunning and violent display in the first game, he 
was asked to play 2nd Grade for the University team. His enthusiasm was the catalyst 
for our improvement and it was no surprise that he, and the ever-flamboyant Stick 
magician, Robert Wells , made it unquestioningly into the I .C.C. team. 
4 1
At the end of the season our team 
would have been equal to any other 
I .C.C. team and this illustrates the 
quick-learning, eagerness and potential 
of the team. The 1989 team was : S .  
Camp, A. Candaten, J .  Daveson, 0. 
Jackson, G. MacGregor Skinner, P .  
Marsden, G. Miller, W. Pruim, R.  Ram, 
M. Restall, M. Singh, K.  Smith and R. 
Wells . 
Thanks a lot to everyone involved 
in the 1989 men's hockey and look 
forward to even better games in '90. 
J'larian Canaaten, 
Men's Hockey Convenor. 
WOMEN ' S  HOCKEY 
The I.H. Hockey team finished seventh in the I .C.C.  competition, thus 
keeping up with the long-standing tradition of I.H. Hockey teams from way back. 
Despite 8.00 a.m. starts , �, • • • • • , ,. • • • ,, 
late night training sessions , lack 
�.J+ + � .. �. �-. '°' -�- + + ·.� .· ·  - � + •. of spectators (thankyou .to those I· •. ·� .� ' • .  _ . ., -. -� <$ � + couple of people who did come to ·�� �-· _ "' ·� . · '!::' �- :•. 
watch us), confrontations with l ·l"' 
- · t. 
savage ants on the playing field and 
various other factors against us,  we 
all enjoyed ourselves immensely. 
(Didn't we girls?) 
Intermingled with the total state 
of confusion on the hockey field there 
were the odd moments of brilliance. 
Thus ,  we were able to score at least one 
goal for the season, (Thanks Charise ! )  
and a gallant effort by Therese in the 
goal prevented us from being completely 
walked over. 
Everybody played well and all deserve credit, especially as we had such fun 
throughout the season. 
The Team: Therese Del Dot, Michelle Crook, Naomi Fraser, Monica Hore,  
Kelly Weir, Sandy Kilminster, Sarah Kerslake, Charise Kennedy, Lily Ambanpola, 
Catriona Purcell, Danielle Hornsby, Felicity Mcintosh, Rachael Dawe, Janine Del 
Dot, Sally Clarke, Theresa Clarke and Vicki McConnell. 
9\[aomi :Fraser, 
Women's Hockey Convenor. 
/ S OFTBALL @
The Team: Therese Del Dot ( l st base) Janine Del Dot (2nd base) 
Michelle Crook (3rd base) Felicity Mcintosh (short stop) 
Charise Kennedy (catcher) Monica Hore (pitcher) 
Chaman Sidhu (middle field) Sandy Kilminster (right field) 
and Naomi Fraser (left field) With special appearances by 
Fiiona Sharpe, Sarah Kerslake and Young Jang. 
(To the various I.H. males who helped us out against Duschenne . . . . .  you looked 
great in those skirts guys ! )  
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The Coach : 
Navindra Muniratna - We really did 
appreciate all the running around you made us 
do , Nav . . .  really ! (We just didn't want you to 
know we were enjoying ourselves at the time -
except Sandy who really did hate it.)  
The All Star Supporter : 
Adrian Candaten - thanks for being there to 
cheer us on for every game, Aids . "We love 
you, Adrian! " 
The Report: 
The season began on a great note . l .H .  
defeated Union College . It seemed too good to  be true . . .  and i t  was ! According to 
official I .C.C.  rules ,  Union actually defeated us .  DAMN ! Well, next year when 
we're controlling I .C.C . . . . . .  (Heh, heh. Ed. )  It is obvious that this blow shattered 
our team spirit. Despite concentrated effort and dedication ( that is ,  we had only 
one practice when everyone turned up) ,  I.H. was unable to "win" again. We did, 
however, come very close on a couple of occasions. 
I think that it is fair to say that our team this year was as strong, if not 
stronger, than previous years . Perhaps our inability to win a game lies in our fear 
of breaking the time-honoured tradition of never winning an I .C .C .  Softball 
competition - who knows? Perhaps next year. Congratulations to Charise who 
made the I .C.C. Softball team and thanks to everyone else who helped make this a 
fun softball season. 
The End 
SOCCER 
9-{aomi :Fraser, 
Softball Convenor. 
The Soccer season this year was one, which although a vast improvement on 
previous years , failed to live up to pre-season expectations . The few warm up 
matches we had sorted the team out and had us playing together quite well. These 
included a thrashing of Cromwell and a brawl with the Malaysian team. 
The season started quite disasterously with a 8-1 loss to Kings College on the 
morning of Soiree . Mullo had his claim to fame though, with his goal being the 
only goal scored against Kings in the whole season.
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This was followed up by a frustrating loss to St Leos College. Frustrating, in 
that it was a match totally dominated by l.H. A special thankyou must be given to 
the Leo-nian supporters for their mild and sportsman-like behaviour. 
Things took on quite a different perspective the next time l.H. went to the 
field. The boys in yellow and black downed the mighty "blue doggies" in a hard 
fought match. The score of 2- 1 in our favour sent a few shudders through the
sporting establishment. 
However, our enthusiasm began to wane from this point on, with five and 
four nil los ses to Johns and Union respectively. But these were split up with a 
momentous five nil thrashing of Cromwell. 
Overall, it was quite a good season with our overall position being equal 
fifth with Emmanuel. We also managed to tripple the number of goals scored last 
year, with nine of these being put into the back of the net. 
Many thanks to all the players and supporters , 
( r;Ji{{y}, Craig r;Ji{mour, 
Soccer Convenor. 
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I.C.C.  GOLF DAY 
Well, America failed to gain the Ryder Cup, Norman failed to regain the 
British Open and I.H. failed to regain last position in the 1989 I.C.C. Golf! In fact, 
we secured fifth position, only two shots behind Kings.  
Included in our team on the day were Todd, John Hepburn, Robert Wells , 
Naverick and myself. I don't think Todd even recovered from the first hole. He hit 
his ball in Bradman-like style. "Misty Wells" couldn't let Todd outdo him and shot a 
fine 115. "It's just not golf' , as one famous person put it. Naverick - what can I say? 
I couldn't let this report go without mentioning that fine innings of 137 not out. (This 
IS a GOLF report ! ) Nav, when you get off the course after looking for your balls , 
you'll be able to read this in December! John Hepburn faired better for a 93 .  
A great effort on the day to  beat Cromwell who had the best individual score 
of the day (76) and Union. As for Barry and Wyatt who couldn't play on the day, 
the I .C.C. Trophy could seriously have been ours ! Emmanuel won the competition 
but we still had a fun day. 
Cameron 'Taylor, 
Golf Convenor. 
* By the way,  Cammy was too modest ( ! ! )  to let you all know that he made the
I.C.C. Golf team. (Ed.) 
Cammy sinks a putt 
-
-
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N E T B ALL 
The season began with an enthusiastic team of willing participants and I'm 
pleased to say,  finished the same way. 
Although some players hadn't seen a court, ball or goal post for years , 
everyone got together and managed to re-learn rules and master skills . 
Despite the fact we didn't improve our position on the I .C.C.  ladder, we 
really narrowed the margins by which we were defeated. 
Season Highlights:  
- The new netball uniforms which attracted many a young male resident to the 
courts on those cold Tuesday nights . 
- Aggressive defence from Adele and Sharon which resulted in numerous 
tum-arounds for us ,  and bruises for the oppositions' goalies .  
- Some brilliant long shooting by Charise, Tiff and Sue. (Sue, "If you get i t  to 
the circle , shoot it ! Because you might not get the ball again for the next five 
minutes . " )  
- The rugby-style tackle Catriona received at the hands of  Emmanuel. 
- "Come forward! !  Make fast breaks ! !  Get your hands up for the ball ! ! "  
Congratulations to all the girls who played in such a competitive and high 
spirited season. 
Thanks heaps,  
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S arali 'l(ers {a�, 
Netball Convenor. 
C R I C K E T
Once again the season started off in promising style with a wicket off the first 
delivery we bowled.  (B y the way , Nav ,  I still think that Leo's  batsman thought you 
were j ust p acing up your run ! )  
David Rangiah and Paul 
Mullig an showed early season 
form with the bat and Mark 
Chappell tried to get the killer 
instinct back into his eyes with 
a few underarm s .  Our Tasmanian 
import, Oli Jackson (who we 
nearly lost to our Italian scorer) 
began producing runs against 
Cromwell until a dope of David 
B oon's technique brought him down, although Oli did keep a stiff upper lip ! 
The improver of the year was Craig Giles who bowled very well but was 
unrewarded on the scoresheet. David Whitehead saved many boundaries in the field 
and Clement Kote added some humour to the team while remaining not out against 
Cromwell . 
The closest we came to winning was when we played Union. Shane Griffin, in 
his first ever game of cricket,  so he tells us ,  top-scored with 33 not out to put us in
a winning position. 
Gurbaksh Singh showed us how to take wickets with some excellent bowling . 
We should have won that game. I'm sorry , I had butter fingers in the field that day . 
Wyatt Pruim scored his first run in three years so the season wasn't a total loss .  
I n  the end w e  lost all four games and,  t o  m y  disappointment, w e  had t o  forfeit 
two game s .  Having to forfeit,  even if it was for rain , cannot be good for the spirit 
of the team or for the perception that other colleges have of us . Many thanks to 
Janine for scoring throughout the season and to the spectators , especially you, 
B rosie ! 
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Cameron 'Iayfor, 
Cricket Convenor. 
H alleluj ah,  
Wyatt 's  first score 
OF QUEENSLAND 
HOUSE 1 989 
; i ndra M u niratna ( A ust . I. C a m eron Taylor ( A u s t. ) .  S h a n e  G r i ffi n ( A u st . I ,  Sa 11 1 uc l  C a m p
C a ba n a ( Ph i l ippi nes I . Thomas J e pse n ( De n m ark l .  We s ley  Lerch ( A u s t . I . A rm a g h a n  Hoveyda i
u l l a h  ( F i j i ) .  E d m u n d  Pe l ge n  ( P N G l. llry a n  M ul l i ga n  ! Z i m ba hwc ) .  O l i v a  J ac k s,111 ( A u st . I , 
H ay m a n  ( A u s t . I .  M o n ic a  H ore (Aust . ) . 
l, l s n a i n i  N u rw a h y u n i  ( I ndone s i a  I. Agnes Czaran ( H u n ga r\' /Aust . ) . A s n a t h  Fu ah ( I ndonesia I .
-l ornsby ( A ust . ) .  Kevin Jaffar ! A us t . J . M u rray H a rgrave ! A u s t . ) .  David Whi tebead ( AusLJ.
1e tkamol f fh a i l a n d l .  M ic h e l l e  C rook ( A u st. I .  E m m a  Craig ! U K l . Taidas l\fanzen 1 PN G ).
1 l a a m  ( I  ndonesi a l . R u d y  P r i y a n  t o  ! I ndonesia ) .  Roel  Li s i n g  < P h i l  ipp ines J . l\l u l y a n a  T j a n d r a a t ­
I z u m i  Sakaya ( J a pan J .  M i tchel  I Porter ( A ust . ) . Pan ggahea n  Si  t o r u s  ! I ndonesi a ) .  James C h e n
( lndonesia J ,  C h e u n  Toh { A u st. I . Suryana P u r a w isastra ! I n done s i a ) ,  Carol P a n i t z  ( A u s ( . ),
1g Kon g ) .  L i ndsey Lon g  fAust . I .  David R a n g i a h  < A u st . I . Walter  Tone t to < G e r m a n y ) .  Robe rt
I A usU S. Africa l .  A n d rew G r a bsk i  ! Aust . I .  David W i ld < A u s t . I . M a r k  H e a d v  ! A u s t . l . James
l . J . K yo i i  Kod a i ra < J apan l .  Sha u n  :\ nscll  ! A u st . I .  H s i e n  T o h  < A u st . I . Cra i g G (les < A u s t . I .
1ya ( I ndonesi a ) ,  Ke ira  Bren n a n  { A us t . ) .  Wang Wan-Sheng \Ta i w a n ) .  Pak Ke u n g  Wu ! H on g 
i ( I ndonesia}.  David Aw (S inga pore l .  De n n i e  H s u  < Si n gapore ) .  S u n i l  l\footien  P i l l ay  { A u s t . I .
iro ( I n d i a ) .  Rachael  Dawe < U K  I ,  Tan Fuang Theen ( Si n gapore > .  Fe l ic i t y Mci ntosh ! A usl. ) ,
1es (Aust . ), Sandra K i l m i nster ( Aust.) ,  Catriona P u rce l l  (Aust.) ,  J ul iette M ul ler  (Au st. ) ,  Susie 
'son (Aust.) .  Byron G reen (Aus t . l . Amar Khe n n a ne (Algeria). Er Jwee Chiek (Sin gapore I ,
·a Panitz ( Aust. ).  John L i n  < T a iwan ).  Stuart H utchin son - President  ( U K / A u st . ) , M a rgaret
Aust.) ,  Adrian Candaten ( A u s t .) .  Ren:. Ratnawati ( I ndonesia ). Craig G i l mo u r  (Aust . ) ,  Therese 
. Paul M arsden (Aust. ) .  Gavin M ?  "'regor-Skinner < Aust. ) ,  Q. H i guchi l} apan).
nes). Vicki M cConne l l  (Aust .).
-Clowning around as usual come & sit on my chair.
